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INTRODUCTION 

 
THE RANGE OF AIRBAG application areas constantly increases. Apart from driver’s or passenger’s front 

airbags that are commonly used in cars for many years, side airbags and aerial curtains are still relatively ‘young’ 

devices. Their assignment is the protection of occupant’s head, shoulder and pelvis regions during side impacts. 

Design requirements for side air bags are much higher than for frontal devices due to limited car’s energy 

absorption space together with small available ‘non contact’ intrusion distance between relatively thin door and 

the occupant. It lowers the deploying time from 30-40 ms (for frontal airbags) to the level of 5-6 milliseconds. 

The lower deploying time is required the higher velocity of bag’s face is to take place and therefore it is very 

likely that inertial dynamics effects of outside air have to be taken into account in design process.  

 

AIRBAG MODELS 

There are three common models of the gas infusion process 

that are currently used for computer airbag simulations.  First 

simple model states the uniform increase of the pressure in all parts 

of airbag volume during deployment. A serious drawback of this 

model is the lack of dynamic effects from incoming gas stream. 

Partial deficiencies of this model is overcome by adding ‘jet 

formulation’ including dynamic effect of the gas and can be 

understand as a second model, as commonly used in available 

commercial codes. Third the most advanced model takes into 

account the variation of inner pressure in space and time inside the 

airbag. Set of the Euler equations describing the unsteady flow of 

compressible fluid inside the airbags is solved to describe local 

pressure values on the surface of airbag fabric skin, Steenbrink and 

Fairly (2000) and Altamore and Steenbrink (2001). All of three 

above described models take into account only these physical 

phenomena that happen inside the airbag.  No one takes into 

account influence of the external environment.  Airbag inflation 

happens in area filled by the air that should be treated as 

compressive domain. During first stages of airbag inflation the 

airbag fabric is thrown out from the container with a speed reaching 

several hundred meters per second. Accelerating fabric generates 

pressure wave that, except the evocation of acoustic effects, can 

influence manner of airbag fabric skin motion.  

 

OUTSIDE AIR 

New model approach covering both inside and outside gas 

dynamic processes simultaneously has been proposed. Gas from 

inflator spreads out freely inside the airbag, accelerating the airbag 

fabric. The moving fabric surface compresses the gas in front of it 

forming a compression wave expanding in the airbag surroundings. 

The movement of each airbag fabric element result from the forces 

being the sum of elastic forces and forces originating from the 

difference of pressures inside and outside the airbag. The system of 

differential equations of the second order can be transformed to the 

system of first-order equations and numerically integrated by the 

Runge-Kutta method. Parameters of the gas (density, velocity and 

pressure) in each nodes inside and outside the airbag have been 

calculated based on the Lax-Wendroff-Richtmyer algorithm.  

 

Fig 1. Membrane kinematics and vel. 
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Static Airbag deployment simulations 

The effect of gas inertia can be clearly seen in simple airbag configuration. For clarity of effects the 2D 

case is introduced. The results of the numerical simulations performed using four methods described previously 

are presented in the graphical form in Fig.1.  

The differences in the process of the airbag infusion, which is reflected by the different shapes of fabric 

skin, most strongly appear in first phases of the inflation process and later have tendency to disappear. Much 

more important is the difference between fabric skin velocity calculated using different models. One can notice a 

lower value of the primary velocity peak and lower amplitude of oscillatory motion in the case of outside air 

inertia included in simulation. 

 

NEW MODEL APPLICATION 

Static 3-D model 

The 3-D model of Renault airbag module, validated and 

used for evaluation of new modeling approach in EC 

ADVANCE project, has been used in many different scenarios. 

Fig. 2 indicates example differences in deployment process of a 

flat shaped airbag with and without outside air inertia effect. 

Experimental validation 

In reference to experimental data, available from EC 

ADVANCE project, it may be stated that model omitting 

environment (air outside) effects is more ‘aggressive’ then the 

bag in experiments. It deploys faster (in terms of outer fabric 

velocity) and bounces with higher frequency then the reference 

bag. The model including outside air inertia seems to be 

accurate in terms of outer fabric displacement and its velocity. 

But the outside air is making it more steady.  

Out-of-position dynamic simulations 

For the OOP scenario, contact with human-like impactor 

has been modeled. Initial distance between the bag and the 

body was set for 10 cm. It is quite easy to spot differences in 

timing and contact area between both models.  Additional 

dimension is to evaluation level of forces applied to the 

impacted body. On the basis of prepared simulations it is clear 

that outside air effect do influence the level of transmitted loads 

only in case of low mass of impacted body.  

 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

 

The influence of outside air inertia is clearly seen on both presented examples: simple 2-D case and in full 

3-D model. Effect of outside inertia is proportional to the acceleration of the airbag fabric so is important mainly 

in initial phases of fabric motion. 

As direct results it may be stated that compressive air wave generated outside the bag’s fabric during first 

milliseconds after deployment significantly reduces outside fabric velocity changing both the unfolding and 

impacted body contact pattern. Nevertheless it seems that identified outside air inertia effect has limited 

influence on the acceleration pulses transmitted onto impacted body. In contact cases additionally two other 

factors have to be considered: the initial distance between airbag module and mass properties of impacted body 

(or body region). Current results allows to imply that short body-module initial distance and relatively small 

mass of impacted body might be considered as the conditions in which the outside air inertia influences not only 

bag’s behavior but also level of forces applied on the impacted body. Long time effects are visible in interaction 

of airbag with relatively light objects like head.  
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Fig. 2 3D Renault model applications
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